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Any contributions to the Newsletter are
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Contact: Cath Snelgrove, Ph: (02) 9391 2051

You can also contact any other member
of the Committee regarding
contributions to the Newsletter.
There will be four (4) issues of the
Newsletter in 1997. The dates when
copy is due are:

Feb 28th
3 l a 3~1st

..lug 3 1st
Nov 31st

Please note these in your 1997 diary.

EDITORS NOTES

... and so '96 passes into the annuls of
history.
The Newsletter has progrssed a small
way along the path of computerisation.
We now have a template into which the
varoius components of the Newsletter
can be slotted as they arrive. Some
articles have been delivered on disk and
some have arrived (thanks Mark
Staniforth) by email. Material that is
delivered in electronic form, particularly
email, greatly simplifies the collation
and preparation process. If you have
access to email, you can send your next
AACA article t o David Nutley
<briny@curie. d ialix. com.au>.
Your Editors have enjoyed putting
together the various contributions that
you have made. (If this doesn't apply to
you for 1996 then perhaps 1997 will be
your year?)

It is never easy to find the time to
inform others of the work and issues
with which you are involved. However,
your newsletter is an important venue
through which you are able to advertise,
to your peers, about your activities nad
views on current events. If you are too
busy to send one or two paragraphs
then you had better step back and take
a holiday vew soon - you are heading
for a breakdown, burnout, system
coiiapsel
With all due respect, 'not enough time',
in relation to contributing to the AACA
Newsletter, is usually a euphemism for
'I forgot' or 'I've been slack'. Nothing
to be ashamed of, there be few from
guilt sit free - including Editors!
So, in 1997, let's hear from you - but
don't make it a New Year's resolution.
They're infamous for not being kept!
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NEWS FROM NSW
There has been much digging in inner
Sydney of late. Damaris Bairstow and
Dam Mider are leaa team w o r m on
the Grace Brothers site in Glebe..Casey
Lowe are working on the CSR site in
Pynnont. Media reports indicate that both
teams have made some interesting findings.
HLA-Envirosciences archaeologisits are
still recovering ftom the ferocious attacks
of Hexham Grays while they were finding
nothing at Mjnmi.
Anyone interested in local government is
well advised to catch ''Rats in the RanW a
documentry about the election of
Lichhardts Mayor. The film gives an
amazing insiders view of local government
politics and is a must for anyone wondering
why local government is the way it is.
On the subject of media personalities,
Wayne Johnson is reported to have been
mobbed by groupies after his appearance
on the Today Show in early December!

NEWS FROM SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
News from South Australia

The SA state chapter held its Annual
Genera! -Meeting C)= S September 1995
and a new State Executive Committee was
elected:
Chair
Scott Cane
Deputy Chair
V ~ e n n eWood
Treasurer
Keryn Walshe
Secretary
Mark Staniforth
Di Smith
State delegate
Several applications for AACA associate
membership have been submitted to
the Membershp Committee in recent
weeks and more are expected in the near
future.

Scott Cane
Scott has been involved in native title
claims and recently finished stage
one of the Central Heritage study.
Annie Nicholson
Annie has been undertakmg several
heritage surveys for the Department of
Transport in the north of South Australia
Strezlecki desert and the
Birdsville Track - as well as the Eyre
Peninsula. She has investigated
several mobile telephone towers in the
South East for Optus and a small
pipeline from the Mount Lofty Ranges to
Strathalbyn for SA Water.

-

Di Smith
Di is now working as Cultural Heritage
m c e r at the Department of State
Aboriginal Affairs (DOSAA) and has been
actively involved in the
organisation of the AAA conference at
Dzintari, near NonnanvilIe in South
Australia.
Mark Staniforth
Has been appointed to take up a position as
a Lecturer in Archaeology at
Flinders University on 1 January 1997.
Mark will be attending the SHA'97
(Society for Historical Archaeology)
conference in Corpus Christi, Texas
during early January
Keryn Walshe
Keryn is continuing her field program at '
Yalata and commencing a cultural
survey project at Yellabina with Sue
Anderson and V ~ e n n Wood.
e
She has
also just commenced a regional heritage
survey at Port Macquarie with
V ~ e n n Wood
e
and Peter Marin.

I

Vivienne Wood
Consultancy projects are c,onhuing apace
as usual with work undertaken
for the Department of Transport, SA and
United Water, Telstra, and a
number of smaller private developers. She
has also embarked on a research
project i n v o h g Northern Adelaide
mound sites. V ~ e n n has
e also been
worlung with Keryn Walshe on a couple of
projects, one at Yalata, one at
Yellabina and one at Port Macquarie.

Mark.Staniforth@flinders.edu.au
Lecturer in Historical and Maritime
Archaeology
Archaeology
School of Cultural Studies
Flinders University of SA
GPO Box 2 100
Adelaide SA 5001
AUSR4LLA
phone+61 8 8201 5195
fax + 61 8 8201 3845
See Archaeology at Flinders on our website
at
http://cmetwww.cc.flinders.edu.au/'Archaeo
lojg/Horne-Page. html

NEWS FROM VICTORIA
Heritage Victoria
Directory Of Heritage Consultants

Heritage Victoria is the State Government
agency concerned with the protection,
enhancement, interpretation and
management of Victoria's post-contact
cultural heritage. Primady, it is involved in
identdjmg heritage assests, providing
advice on protective statutory measures,
providing financial assistance and advice
for conservation porojects and managing
public education programs.

Heritage Victoria is currently complltng a
Directory of specialist consultants to assist
in meeting strategic planning objectives and
fulfilling obligations under Victorian
heritage legislation. Appropriately qualified
consultants are being invited to apply for
inclusion. Consultancies may encompass
research, analysis, identification,
documentation and assessment of historic
buildings or objects, archaeological sites,
cultural landscapes or shipwrecks,
preparation of conservation plans and
policies, and documentation and contract
administratiojn of associated works.

Applications-are particularly being sought
from members of AACA who have not yet
considered their inclusion in the Heritage
Consultants Directory. Applicants should
in historical
be professionally q-ed
archaeology, industrial archaeology,
maritime archaeology or archaeological
educationlinterpretation,or have equivalent
relevant experience. They should also be
able to demonstrate familiarity with the
Australia ICOMOS Charter for the
Conservation of Places of Cultural
Significance and have an understanding of
Victorian heritage legislation.
Copies of Expressions of Interest
documents can be obtained from Di Verlm,
Heritage Victoria, on (03) 9628 5537.
Completed papers should be forwarded in
the fmt instance to:
The Director
Heritage Victoria
Dept of Infrastructure
PO Box 2240T
Melbourne

General enquiries regarding the Directory
of Heritage Ocnsultants should be directed
to :
Geoff Bellamy
Senior Research Officer
on (03) 9628 5441
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NEWS FROM OVERSEAS
The following extracts are taken from the
USA's Sectretary of the Interiors Historic
Preservation Professional Qualification
Strandards. These standards may be of
interest to AACA Inc members interested
in issues of qualifications and
accreditation. F o r full document see their
Web address
<http://www.cr.nps.gov/ppb/qualstand/sta
ndrds .htm>

The Secretary of the Interior's

Historic
Preservation
Professional
Qualification
Standards

.

Introduction
Program EvolutiodCurrent
Changes
Applicability

Archeology
Architectural l3story

.

Conservation
Cultural Anthropology
Curation
Folklore

.

Historic Architecture
Historic Landscape
Archtecture
Historic Preservation
Planning
Hlstoric Preservation

0

Hlstory

INTRODUCTION
The protection and preservation of
America's important historic and cultural
properties depends upon the participation
of all citizens; however, certain decisions
must be made by individuals who meet
nationally accepted professional standards
in order to assure credibility in the
practice of historic preservation at the
federal, state, and local levels, as well as
in the private sector.
The Secretary of the Interior is responsible
for establishing standards for all programs
under Departmental authority. In accord
with thls responsibility, the Secretary of
the Interior's Professional Qualification
Standards were developed by the National
Park Service 20 years ago to ensure that a
consistent level.of expertise would be
applied nationally to the identification,
evaluation, regstration, documentation,
treatment, and interpretation of historic
and archeologcal resources.
The National Historic Preservation Act of
1966 contained the requirement that State
historic preservation offices maintain
qualified staff. In 1976. following
consultation with the State offices, the
National Park Service implemented the
requirement in 36 CFR 6 l . This regulation
required States to hire or retain a core of
"qualifiedMstaffand to appoint qualified
individuals as advisors to serve on State
Review Boards.

Four years later, the 1980 Amendments to
the National fistoric Preservation Act of
l966 affirmed the need for professionally
qualified staff. The Congressional
Committee Report for the 1980
amendments also called for "bodes whch
can objectively evaluate the historic
significance of properties and provide
professional advice on historic
preservation matters." Congress reiterated
that State Review Boards include a
majority of members qualified in one of
the five professional disciplines which met
minimum Professional Qualification
Standards defined in regulation in 36 CFR
61 (Archtecture, Architectural &story,
Archeology, Kstoric Architecture, and
History). In addition, the 1980
amendments created the Certified Local
Government (CLG) program to recogwe
the role of local governments in the
national partnershp. In response, NPS
stipulated that the CLG Review
Commission membershp needed to be
adequate and qualified. Finally, States,
local governments, federal agencies, and
the private sector often require that
proposals from hstonc preservation
contractors or work submitted by them
meet these same professional practice
Standards.

Program EvolutionICurrent Changes
In its 1992 amendments to the Act,
Congress recognized the evolution and
growth of the professional practice of
hstoric preservation, and an expanded
role for Indian tribes in implementing the
National Kstoric Preservation Act.
Accordingly, the number of disciplines
acknowledged as key to its responsible
practice has been increased by the
National Park Service from the five
identified almost 20 years earlier to
eleven, now including Archeology,
Architectural History, Conservation,
Cultural Anthropology, Curation,
Folklore. Rstoric Archtecture, Fhstoric
Landscape Architecture, HIstoric

Preservation, Historic Preservation
Planrung, and &story.

As a result, NPS consulted at length with
Federal agencies, SHPOs, CLGs, and
professional societies involved in hstoric
preservation about issuing updated and
expanded Professional Qualification
Standards that recogwe the evolution and
development of the disciplines in the field.
The Secretary of the Interior's Histonc
Preservation Professional Qualification
Standards are designed to be national
measures for determming minimum
requirements for professionals practiclng
in the field of historic preservation. The
format for the Standards provides a
consistent, yet flexible, framework for
establishmg sound professionalism in the
eleven disciplhes. There is one Standard
for each of the eleven disciplines. Each
Standard defines.
academic degrees or comparable training
professional experience; and products
and activities that demonstrate proficiency
in historic preservation
These Standards do not apply to
"applicants or to preeminent professionals
in the field. Rather. they outline the
minimum education and experience and
products that together provide an
assurance that the applicant. employee,
consultant, or advisor will be able to
perform competently on the job and be
respected withln the larger historic
preservation community. In addition, it
should be noted that the effective
application of any of these national
Standards will require the development of
a detailed job description containing
additional information to suit a particular
situation and need.
Applicability

It should be emphasized that the
Professional Qualification Standards that
follow are, in most instances, advisory in

nature and may thus be used by anyone
&g
personnel or consultants or
appointing advisory boards or
commissions. Because the Standards can
ensure appropriate, informed decisions
about protecting and preserving our
nation's historic resources, NPS strongly
encourages their voluntary adoption and
implementation when hmng or contracting
preservation expertise.
However, under three well-defined
circumstances discussed below, the
Secretary's Bstoric Preservation
Professional Qualification Smdards are
requirements by statute and regulation. In
those instances, a note is added at the end
of the required Standard.
First, the National Historic Preservation
Act, Section 101, gives NPS the authority
to require through 36 CFR 61 that a
professionally qualified staff be appointed
or employed by State Historic Preservation
Offices. Indian tribes that have executed a
Memorandum of Agreement with NPS and
assumed responsibilities pursuant to
101(d) of the Act also must employ or
consult with professionally qualified
individuals in carrying out those
responsibilities. (%S includes the
performance and supervision of Histofic
Preservation Fund grant-assisted work by
qualified core staff and/or contractorsj.
Three of eleven disciplines are required for
State programs and Tribes with 101(d)
status: J3story, Archeology, and
Architectural =story. Each must meet the
Secretary's fistoric Preservation
Professional Qualification Standards.
States and Tribes with 101(d) status may
propose an alternative staff composition
for NPS concurrence if their hstoric
resources, needs, or circumstances would
be better served or met.
Second, Section 101(c)(l)@) and Section
30 l(12) of the 1966 Act gwe NPS the
authority to require through 36 CFR 61
that a majority of State Review Board

members meet the Secretary's Kstoric
Preservation Professional Qualification
Standards. Again, the required disciplines
are &story, Archeology, and Architectural
History. One person may meet the
Standards for more than one required
dscipline.
Third, Section 101(c)(1)@) and Section
30 l(13) of the 1966 Act give NPS the
authority to require through 36 CFR 61
that State programs encourage CLG
Review Commissions to include
individuals meeting the Secretary's
Historic Presentation Professional
Qualification Standards, to the extent that
such individuals are available in the
community. The State may specify the
minimum number of Commission members
that must meet the Standards and decide
which, if any, of the disciplines listed in
the Standards need to be represented on
the Commission.
Further information may be found in an
accompanying gcudance section, Applying
the Historic Preservation Professional
Qualification Standards. Thls section has
been prepared to assist the consistent
application of the Professional
Qualification Standards when selecting an
employee, consultant, or advisor. As such,
the guidance provides additional
~nformationand recommendations, but
never constitutes a requirement.

ARCHEOLOGY
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION
STANDARDS

Archeology is the study of past human
lEfeways through the systematic
observation, analysis, and protection of
their material remains
Standard for

Archeologist
The applicant, employee, consultant, or
advisor will have a graduate degree in

Anthropology with a specialization in
Archeology, or a graduate degree in
,4rcheology, PLUS a minimum of two and
one-half years of full-time professional
experience applylng the theories, methods,
md practices of Archeology to the
Identification, evaluation, registration,
documentation, or treatment of historic or
prehistoric archeologcal properties in the
United States and its Tenitones (one year
of experience in either the historic or
prehistoric period must have been at a
supervisory level); AND products and
activities that demonstrate the successful
application of acquired proficiencies in
the discipiine to the practice of historic
preservation, OR
State-recogmzed cecificatien as a
professional archeologrd., PLUS a
minimum two and one-half (2%) years of
full-time professional experience appljing
the theories, methods, and practices of
.4rcheo!ogy to the identification,
evaiuation, regstration, documentation,
or treatment of hlstonc or prehistoric
arckeologcal properties in the United
States and its Territories (one year of
experience in either the hlstoric or
prehistoric period must have been at a
supervisnry level) -4NRproducts and
activities thai demonstrate the successful
application of acquired proficiencies in
t ~ dim-.
- Sblplineto the practice of hlstoric
preservation.

TThis Standard is requiredfor State
Histokc Prmvvation OJjc&(SHPO) core
stafland State Revlew Boards. It also
applies to either Tribal Preservation
Ofice staflor consuttants oftribes that
have executed a Memorandum of
Agreement to implement Section I01 (d) of
the National Historic Preservation Act. It

also may be needed for comultaitts mtil
.for Certified Local Government
Commissions.

UNZVERS:ITY OF LEICESTER

MA degree by distance learning in
Archaeology and Heritage analysis,
Interpretation and Management.
The degree comprises four modules and a
dksartation. The modules are:
l . Planrung and Management of
Archaeology Projects

2. Landscape Archaeology
3. The Archaeology of Standing
Buildings
4: Lnterpretation and Presentation of the
kchaeologcal Heritage

If &me is sufficient demand, the degree
will be launched in September 1997 when
modules !annd 2 will be available. In
September 1998 modules 3 annd 4 will be
on stream.

Each module will be accompanied by
appropriate support material in printed
fom and possih!y on the internet. Contact
with staff in the school will be maintained
by telephone and email.
Details of the school can be found on the
internet at:

E y o would
~
like further details when
they are available, write to:

Dr A D McWkuT, School of
Archaeologcal Studies, University of
Leicester, Leicester, LE1 7RH, or email
adm@le.ac.uk

New York Archaeological Council, Inc seeks consideration of historic resources
discovered on Broadway in Albany.
Forwarded message :
From: haainc@ix.netcom.com (Karen Hartgen)
Sender: owner-nyhist-l@unixlO.nysed.gov
Reply-to: whist-l@unixlO.nysed.gov
To: nyhist-l@unixlO.nysed.gov
Date: 96-10-16 09:58:28 EDT

NEW YORK ARCHAEOLOGICAL COUNCIL, INC. SEEKS CONSIDERATION OF HISTORIC
RESOURCES DISCOVERED ON BROADWAY IN ALBANY
Albany, New York - October 15, 1996 - The New York State Archaeological
Council (NYAC) today cortunenced a legal proceeding against the New York State
Dormitory Authority to protect the significant historic resources discovered
on its Broadway office,project site in downtown Albany. The artifacts
discovered are from the 17th Century Dutch stockaded settlement known as
Beverwijck innnediately north of Fort Orange. The village of Beverwijck was
first proclaimed by Petrus Stuyvesant in 1652. Other significant 18th and
19th century resources are also on site.
NYAC is seeking to compel the Dormitory Authority to comply with the State
Environmental Quality Review Act and the State Historic Preservation Act and
to explore ways in which these significant historic resources can be
protected. Compliance with these requirements would result in an evaluation
of the significant adverse impacts to the resources and a thorough
exploration of the possible alternatives or mitigation measures. Public
participation is a critical component of this process which must make
information concerning the project, its impacts and mechanisms for impact
mitigation available for public review and c o m t .

Charles Cobb, President of the NYAC, stated: 'Our society benefits by the
study and ducumentation of these significant cultural resources. The
Beverwijck is a unique site in the state and in the country. It represents
the last remaining opportunity to explore and preserve our heritage and
understanding of an important period in the history of European.settlement
an6 the early interaction witn Native American People. The project area
should be listed on the State and
National Registers of Historic'Places."
Cobb stated, "NYAC felt constrained to act at this time due to the irreninent
threat to these valuable resources by the comencement of DASNY's on-site
construction activities. We would welcome the opportunity to meet with the
involved agencies to reach agreement on measures to mitigate any adverse
impacts to the resources. We believe that early consideration of historic
resources should be an integral component of project development within the
downtown Albany revitalization area so that these projects may proceed in a
timely way.
The archaeological significance o£ the site was first investigated by Karen
Hartgen of Hartgen Archeological Associates, Inc. during an initial survey of
the project site. NYAC is being represented by Car1 G. Dworkin of Guilderland
and Marc S. Gerstman of Poestenkill.
For further information, please contact NYAC at 607-777-2487.

J

The following contribution comes from Christine Burke, archaeologist at the Fiji Museum. Christine
has been working at the Museum as an Australian Volunteer Abroad since 1994. Prior to leaving for
Fiji, Christine had worked for 6 years in Aboriginal archaeology in Victoria, Tasmania, and
Queensland. Christine is planning to return to Australia in the first half of next year.

The current state of archaeology in Fiji.

,

Land (or the vanua) is of prime importance to Fiji and the Fijian's. In this day and age of
greater development and awareness of land issues the setting up of the archaeology
department at the Fiji Museum has been timely in helping Fiji preserve it's past for the
future.
Although legislation to manage and protect archaeological sites in Fiji has been available
since 1940 it had not been administered due to lack of a trained archaeologist, funds and
equipment. In 1994 the Fiji Museum formally established the Archaeology Department
utilising the help of a volunteer from Australia.
Two and a half years later many new changes have been implemented to help the efficient
and effective running of the department. The department now operates with two
archaeologist volunteers (Australian and Japanese) two field officers and a trainee
archaeologist who is currently attending graduate courses at the Australian National
University.
The department is responsible for managing cultural resources in Fiji. It is currently
carrying out a review of the legislation in order to ensure that it is appropriate for use in
today's Fijian context. Several other systems have also been introduced. The permitting
system for researcher's coming into the cour.tr, has b e a re.:ised and is more tightly
monitored to ensure that the maximum of information is returned to Fiji and disseminated
as widely as possible. A computerised site register has been set up and information is
currently being transferred onto a GIS system.
The department also carries out field research related to cultural resource management
and often goes to sites to map them on request from village communities. This aspect of
the work is increasing with a greater demand on the land for development of
"ecotourism" projects and increasing levels of development in general.
The department liaises closely with other government and non-government organisations
to ensure that Fiji's archaeological heritage is managed appropriately. A priority has been
to ensure that the educational awareness of the Fijian community is raised about cultural
heritage and this has been achieved through the media, village workshops, educational
material written in Fijian and handed out during research projects as well as informal
'chat' sessions between Fiji Museum staff and villagers during visits to villages. The
Museum has also been successful in getting a first year, one semester archaeology course
developed for 1997 st ?he Universiry of rne Soutn Pacific. This course is aimed at
increasing awareness rather than training people to be archaeologists.
Academic research is on going in Fiji and will continue to be one aspect of the
department's board range of responsibilities.
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WOMEN IN ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE TROPICS
FEMfl%ZS,Z,A01V THE .IrRO1\WER
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Frontier: "border of settled or inhabited part; huts of attainment in science"

I
(A~~shalian
Oxford Dictionary)
I
I The fourth Women in Archaeo1oe;v Conference is to be held in Cairns - the frontier of Far North Queensland
I ~ r Cape
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conference Is at the fiortier of fefin&+*I It provides opportuniiies to share viewpoints, discus concerns, iderlhfji positive objectives arid develop new
I initiatwes that wdl improve recogrution of the contribution of women to the archaeologcal record and to
l archaenln_gicalresearch.
!

I The conference aims to push back the frontier of women in archaeology by set@ new hections for the future.
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i if you wouid iike to organise a session, present a paper or visuai experience piease contact jiiiian Comber or

1 send abstracts to:

Jlliian Comber
Department of Environment
PO Box 2066
CAIXM OLD 8 7 0
AUSTwiA

vh.i0.7Uj 523069

Fax: (070) 523080

CONFERENCE REVIEWS
Australian ICOMOS Cultural
Landscapes Conference
Ranelagh House, Robertson
6-9 Novemeber 1996
Cultural Landscapes as a heritage issue first
emerged in the mid 1980's and rapidly
progressed through a series of w o r m
papers, guidelines, an ICOMOS
Conference and numerous papers on
subjects such as "The Application of the
Burra charter to cultural Landscape
Assessment". There the issue rested,
cultural landscapes were k d y
incorperated into the heritage system. As a
minor particupant in those heady days I
always thought that the incorporation of
cultural landscape into the heritage system
killed the enjoyment of actually ident@ng
and recording cultural landscapes. The
most recent ICOMOS conference on
cultual landscsape was a good
opportunmity to see how things were
going.
The conference itself was at Ranelagh
House a former hotel and ex-seminary (the
stained glass and cold showers reminding
us of the latter use) picturesquely set on the
edge of the Southern Highlands aparently
with wonderful views. Unfortunately the
weather was cold and wet with visability
about 200rn or less. Just as well then that
the fires were lit and the couches soft.
The first afternoon session was an
overview of work in progress on cultural
landscapes. Despite being limited to 15
minutes each the talks were all fascinating
insites into aspects of cultural landscapes.
Lead off by two excellent talks on
Aboriginal landscapes by Isabel McBride
and Hilary duCros the session covered
such diverse areas as squatters, local

community studies, fences, Cultural
Landscapes in the USA, roads and
significant trees. In all a sign that the
subject is alive annd well. That evening
before we settled by the fire, we were
treated to Ken Taylor talking on landscpaes
in Australian art. A talk tragically cut short
in its prime by a failed projector.

The next day produced even worse
weather as we began with talks on the
Shire of Wingecanibee heritage study and
then we 'enbussed' to see the landscapes.
In between the low clouds and rain we did
see some landscapes (Hill View and
Throsby Park were notable) although at
our last stop where we were invited to walk
through relic rainforrest I gave up.

Friday moming was given to discussion of
issues. During this time we spilt into small
dmussion groups and then rejoined for
reporting and a masterly summarisation bv
Joan Domicelj.
I found the 'work in progress' and the site
visits most interesting but the disscussion of
planrung issues and cultural landscapes
were to me most boring. However overall
the conference was good value and credit
must be given to Jane Lemon who brought
it all togather. Jane created a conference
that was not a big production event but
which was more intimate allowing
everyone to mix and mingle - which is one
of the more important conference activities.
Iain Stuart

Australasian Society for Historical
Archaeology - Annual Conference

abstracts!) which highlighted the strength
of the subject as well as its breath of scope.

University of Sydney

Without going into all the papers presented
they generally semed to be of high quality
and perhaps seem to reflect a maturing of
the discipline. The ad hoc nature of some
of the pervious conferences (where some
speakers seemed unaware that they were to
give papers) was missing. In fact there was
no indication that the conference was
rescued at the last minute.

3rd and 4th November 1996
The 1996 ASHA conference began and
ended, as does so much in historical
archaeology, with Judy Birmingham. In
opening the conference in her acustomed
style she drew everyone's attention to the
participation of the trio fkom New Zealand
and to the hasty organisation of the
conference in Sydney. Originally planned
to occur in Canberra the ASHA
Conference was transferred at short notice
to Sydney. Kylie Seritas was pursuaded to
organise it and to her credit she produced a
dazzling array of speakers (and they all had

At the end a tribute was presented to Judy
Birmingham who is fonnerly retiring fiom
her position at the end of 1996. The
oration was presented by Richard
Morrision one of Judy's earliest students in
historical archaeology.

Iain Stuart

BRECCIA

SEASON'S GREETINGS to all colleagues - I hope 1996 was a good year for you and 1997 will
be even better. Most people I've had contact with are endlessly busy, with one contract after
another, or, more frequently, many overlapping contracts. Suggestions that they slow down and
enjoy "real lifen (whatever that is) seem to fall on deaf ears. Perhaps it's something to do with
age - mine mostly. My laid-back friend John, who has been in constant demand this year
(though he frequently turns down offers of work, as they interfere with the lawn-mowing,
computer time and contemplation) and I are off to South Australia for a short break (well,
actually to the AAA conference - we hope to catch up with far-flung members there, as well as
the latest archaeological and political controversies). We may be back for Christmas, but who
knows.
THE CASE OF THE INVISIBLE DUNNIES As I write, Navin Officer, Heritage Consultants,
are leading a large survey team into the wilderness surrounding the proposed new airport site
at Holsworthy, south of Sydney. They are finding lots of new archaeological sites, as well as
relocating old ones, in the gullies and gorges that will have to be filled in if the airport goes
ahead. Early on, they appeared to be setting fire to the landscape ahead of them, as there were
reports of fires in the area each day - however, they assure me they had nothing to do with the
conflagrations (but do I believe them?). A strange sidelight on the project was provided by
Bobbietje Oakley, who phoned to say that the military overlords (who currently control the
area) had provided the team with Portaloos, camouflaged to be environmentally friendly.
Unfortunately, because of the camouflage, no-one could find them, so the army had to mount
a military exercise to replace them with something in a more conspicuous colour. I would
suggest, that in this day and age, all this could have been easily solved using a GPS, with each
loo's co-ordinates recorded into the system.
GUIDELINES FORTHE CONDUCI' OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEYS This subject seems
to cause constant agonising, disputation and even nervous breakdowns (I have a list) in NSW
and probably other states too. However, I recently received an excellent publication (titled as
above) from Vic Roads, Melbourne, prepared by one of our members, Gary Vines. A detailed
review is forthcoming I believe, but in the meantime I suggest you try to get hold of a copy (try
phoning the Environmental section on 03-9854-2585). A couple of quibbles: the Glossary (p.17)
defines an artefact scatter as "three or more artefacts in an area of 100 square metres". Does
this mean lOxlOm or lOOxlOOrn? Or, supposing the artefact is 5cm long and there is another one
the same size 2km away, is this part of the same scatter? Think about it before you consign me
and the idea to the loony fringe (the thought of joining Pauline Hanson and COout there is not
too appealing). Secondly: on p.15 there is a suggestion that 10-15 days should be allowed for
the granting of permits (Wow - you lucky people, in NSW it is 6-8 weeks!) "for sub-surface
testing, such as pwnrinlp [my emphasis] or excavationn. Well, what I would like to know is
where one can find a reliable soothsayer these days, I've been looking for years; please let me
know as soon as possible, preferably by non-electronic email (otherwise known as ESP).
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NSW native ti& claim recognised
- a mainland first
Native title has been officially
recognised for the first time on the
Australian mainland, only a day
after the Federal Government
unveiled sweeping changes to its
Mabo legislation.
As part of an agreement negotiated over two years between the
NSW Government and the Dunghutti people, native title has been
recognised on a small area of vacant
Crown land at Crescent Head on
the NSW north coast.
The NSW Government will
acquire the land over which native
title has been recognised, paying
compensatior. of about %800,000 to the
Dunghutti community while allowing
a residential development to proceed.
The president of the National
Native Title Tribunal, Justice Rob-

H Native title has been recognised
for the first time on the mainland, in
NSW.
Justice Robert French says it
shows the workability of the 'right
to negotiate"mechanism.
The NSW Government will pay
$800,000 compensation for the
land at Crescent Head.
ert French, said tbe agreement
demonstrated the workabiw of the
"right to negotiatew (RTN) mechanism contained within the 1993 hative
Title Act. This mechanism will be
radically changed as a result of
amendments to the Mabo law
announced earlier this week by the

was "unworkable". uThere have
been over 400 [native title] claims
made and progress towards determination in these cases has been
glacial at best," he said.
"The Government's proposed
amendments represent a balance
between the interests of all groups
and industries with a stake in the
native title legislation," he said.
The amendments proposed by
the Government would significantly
increase its power 40 intervene in
native title claims to allow major
development projects to proceed.
The time allocated for negotiations under the RTN mechanism
would also be reduced, and prospecting and fossicking grants would
be exempt from the RTN process.
The orooosed changes have been
warmlf we'lcomed by-the Minerals
Council of Australia and pastoralists

Federal Government. Justice French
said the decision showed that
mediation could work to produce
agreements that addressed the
aspirations of native title applicants
and the broader concerns of local
communities and governments.
"This is the first time a native title
application lodged with the [M]
has been fuUy resolved and the first
time a State government has agreed
to recognise native title on the
mainland," Justice French said.
But the Federal Government yesterday was defending its proposed
changes to the native title process,
despite vocal opposition from Aboriginal groups the Labor Opposition,
and minor parties in the Senate.
The Minister for Primary Industries and Energy. Mr John Anderson, told Parliament that the Native
Title Act as currently formulated

and the Western Australian Government, which will have to handle the
bulk of native title claims.
But the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Sotial Justice Commissioner, M r Mick Dodsoa last
night condemned the Government's
proposed amendments.
"Despite consultations, the Government appears to be deaf to
indigenous concerns," he said. "The
amendments are like an i n d u s m
assistance plan for la-ers. They are
an invitation to litigation."
The Kimberley Land Council
executive director, hlr Peter l'u,
yesterday described the Govemment's amendments as "insidious".
The Labor Opposition says the
amendments could also breach the
Racial Discrimination Act. although
the Government rejects this.
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Heritage act 'shouid respect Aboriginal customaty law restrictionson significant sltes'.

Pcture: MICHEL A. BUNN

Aboriginal beliefs need
~rotection,says report
Lenore Taylor

The Federal Government has
received strong advice that it
should continue to protect the
secrecy of some Aboriginal
beliefs in amendments to the
Aboriginal Heritage Protection
Act, which was used to stop work
on the controversial Hindmarsh
Island Bridge.
A report to the Government by
Justice Elizabeth Evatt, a copy of
which has been seen by The
Australian Financial Review, recommends that amendments to the
heritage act should "recognise
and respect" Aboriginal customary law restrictions on holding,
disclosing or using information
about spiritually significant sites.
Justice Evatt's recommendations are likely to pose a dilemma
for the Government, which, in
Opposition, was highly critical of
the secret nature of the Aboriginal women's beliefs at the centre
of the heritage claim against the
Hindmarsh Island Bridge.
In her report, Justice Evatt says
she found "widespread ignorance

among non-Aboriginal people released it publicly or revealed his
about the importance to Aborigi- attitude to its recommendations.
Justice Evatt found that the
nal people of protecting information and knowledge that is subject existing heritage act had severe
problems and was not considered
to customary law restrictions".
She says the law should mini- effective by either the Aboriginal
mise the amount of secret or community or developers.
She recommended that the
sensitive information Aboriginal
claimants are required to give, Government encourage States to
should protect it from disclosure introduce "minimum standards"
through public interest immunity in their own Aboriginal heritage
and should prohibit any require- laws, which should then be
ment that information be pro- primarily responsible for assessvided where to do so would be ing Aboriginal heritage claims.
These State assessments would
contrary to customary beliefs.
Justice Evatt also recommends be overseen by an independent
that governments should respect federal Aboriginal Heritage
Aboriginal beliefs that certain Agency.
The federal minister would be
information can only be seen by
members of one sex - something required to accept the State assessthe Coalition Government refused ment. The minister's role would
to do in the case of the bridge. then only be to weight the Aborigi"The act should require the nal claim against the developer's
minister to respect gender restnc- and other interests at stake.
Justice Evatt's report was comtions on information to which he
or she seeks access," Justice Evatt missioned by the previous Labor
Government. The Coalition Govrecommends.
The Minister for Aboriginal ernment has said the present act is
Affairs, Senator Herron, has had unworkable and that it will
Justice Evatt's report for more consider the report in preparing
than a month, but has not amendments.
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JOB ADVERTISEMENTS
Medical Anthropology Advertisement
The University of South Florida seeks an
applied medical anthropologist for a
tenure-track assistant professior position,
contingent upon fundug, salary
competitive, starting August 1997, PH.D.
required at time of appointment.
Prefer candidate with teachmg experience
and strong research record in community
health of US Latin AmericanlHispanic
populations andlor epidemiology of
LA/Hispanic communities in the US,
including the ability to teach graduate level
anthropological statisics. Candidate should
be willing to develop applied research
projects among Tampa's LA/Hispanic

populations and develop collaborations
with the Colleges of Nursing and Medicine.
Departmental representatives wiU be
attending AAA meetings.
USF is an Equal Opportunity/Afbnative
Actioflqual Access institution.
For disability accomodations or further
information contact Linda Whiteford (813974-08 18; E-mail linda@luna.cas.usf.edu.
Send letter of application, vitae, names and
addresses of 3 references to Search
Committee, Department of Anthropology,
University of South Florida, 4202 E
Fowler Avenue, SOC 107, Tampa, FL
33620 by Dec 30 1996.

